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arranged to give full expansion at a pressure ratio of 2.3 and no
significant difference had been noted.
It was agreed that any large, long-range aircraft must be noisy—but
a specially treated Conway could be made quieter than a piston engine.
Rolls-Royce had not yet achieved reductions of 18 db but they had got
perhaps 15. Aerodynamic noise was certainly very important.
Mr. E. S. Allwright (Vickers-Armstrongs): The turboprop seemed
to make a good-neighbour's aircraft. Present jet noise was excessive
and reduction was looked for even in engines 50 per cent more
powerful.
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His company had investigated the pressure-intensity close to the
jet-pipe; on the Valiant—powered by "five-figure thrust" Avons—
conical, finger, corrugated (6 to 60 corrugations) and convergentdivergent nozzles had been examined, taking readings chiefly about
eight feet behind the nozzle and two feet (about one nozzle diameter)
to one side. The results had agreed closely although the convergentdivergent nozzle showed definite advantages and gave the lowest
measured intensity. A broader Valiant programme had shown reading of 150 db at 90ft and 135 db at 150ft behind and at 40 deg to
the longitudinal axis.
A photograph was shown of a mobile silencer developed for the
Valiant, manoeuvred by a tractor which followed a white guiding line
and brought the twin intakes of the silencer up to within about one
foot of the bomber's nozzles (two units being needed for ground running
of all four engines together). The silencer was a large mild-steel duct
containing perforated steel splitters enclosing slag wool. The results
had shown a reduction from 150 to 110 db and no adverse intake noise
had been traced.
Mr. Greatrex, replying, pointed out that there was nothing about
the turboprop which made it inherently quiet.

DISCUSSION OF MR. LOMBARD'S PAPER

T

HE following discussion took place after Mr. A. A. Lombard
(chief designer, aero engine division, Rolls-Royce) had read
I his paper entitled Low-consumption Turbine Engines, an abstract
; of which was published in our issue of June 24th.
i Mr. L. Fischer (G.E.C.) spoke of the design of engines which had
[ good supersonic performance and also performed well during the takeloff and subsonic cruise regimes. In general, designers were going to
|1 higher pressure-ratios and temperatures. In supersonic flight the high
velocity paid off in specific fuel consumption with increase in turbineinlet temperature; less afterburning would therefore be used in future,
the reheat section being operated nearly dry, with an almost 2:1 gain
in s.f.c. In general, aircraft manufacturers wanted engine designers
to err on the side of low s.f.c. rather than low weight, because something could be done about high weight.
Mr. N. R. Quinn (chief aerodynamicist, Bristol engine division)
referred to a report by Illingworth (R.A.E.)—which, it was averred,
few could fully comprehend—in which were discussed eleven factors
governing s.f.c. and specific weight. The "fully-variable" third
formula by Lombard, in which wing loading and take-off thrust were
increased, was questioned. In the B.E.25 it was cruising thrust which
was increased, resulting in higher and faster flight. At present, caution
should be shown in increasing pressure ratio, on account of handling
problems; he would not like values higher than about 12:1. Mr.
Lombard had given the by-pass engine about five per cent better range
than the simple jet, and also must "better" noise. Pearson's formula
was cited to suggest that, in fact, what was meant was better range
or better noise-level.
Mr. Lombard, replying, agreed with Mr. Fischer's observations,
•* pointed out that the original lecture was confined to non-afterburnengines. With increase in flight velocity, optimum temperatures
ent up, owing to rise in compressor delivery temperature; on the other
a, the case of 550 m.p.h. cruise in the stratosphere implied a low
le-temperature. Suggesting that the aircraft designer could tolerate
eight rather than poor s.f.c. implied volume-limitation; this could

These two sectional elevations, illustrating the essential differences
in the layout of turbojets of the plain (top) and by-pass types, were
among the illustrations accompanying Mr. Lombard's paper.

be true of fighters, but the original paper had concerned itself with
transports. If big metallurgical advances were likely to take place with
time, then the design should be biased in favour of better s.f.c.
The formula questioned by Mr. Quinn was not intrinsically based
upon take-off thrust; this parameter had merely come out in the mathematical reduction. Certainly pressure-ratios above 12:1 might today
involve handling problems, but the factor to be noted was that increase
of pressures and temperatures in the turboprop indicated "jam
tomorrow."
Regarding the by-pass engine, if by virtue only of its lower jet
velocity it achieved higher propulsive efficiency it would also be quieter;
noise was a function roughly of the ninth power of jet velocity.
Mr. G. R. Edwards (managing director, Vickers-Armstrongs aircraft
division) stressed the importance of Mr. Lombard's plot of turboprop
efficiency with increasing pressure and temperature [reproduced in
Flight of June 24th]; improvements in efficiency added up with the
turboprop and they did not when the prop was taken off. He said this
while fully aware that he was as much involved with turbojets as other
speakers; and he commented on the fact that, although by-pass engines
lent themselves readily to being podded, he had "toothpasted" four
into a wing. Certainly jet transports would be built and they would
fly faster than turboprop aircraft, but he believed that, for the great
mass of the travelling public, the high-efficiency propeller-turbine was
here to stay. He asked Mr. Lombard whether he believed in high
pressure two-spool engines and referred to the early Rolls-Royce Clyde.
Mr. Lombard emphasized that he had described the pod as "God's
gift to the by-pass engine" and not as a gift to the by-pass aircraft.
There was no doubt in his opinion about high pressure-ratios, and he
expressed regret at cancellation of a paper (which was to have been
given by a G.E.C. engineer) on variable-stator engines. One could
only match compressors when off-design by varying shaft speeds, and
the only engine better than a two-spool might be a three-spool. With
fixed stator blading there was but a small range of r.p.m. over which
one could match the varions parameters. A large airscrew was needed
to achieve high propulsive efficiency; this implied a high tip-speed
but, as helical Mach number was of paramount importance to cabin
noise level, cruising had to be done at low r.p.m. A wide range of
operating speeds could be achieved only on a two-shaft engine. A
low tip-velocity was also advantageous in that it brought the airscrew
operation nearer to its point of peak efficiency.
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